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MINISTRY OF COAL  
MINLTES OF THE MEETING OF THE STANDING LINKAGE COMMITTEE  

(LONG-TERM) HELD ON 51" AUGUST,2008  

List of participants who attended the meeting is at Annexure. 

Initiating the discussions, AS (Coal) and Chairman of the SLC(LT) welcomed all the 
participants. .AS (LA) welcomed all those present and thanked AS. Ministry of Power and also 
Chairman SLC(LT) for sparing their time to discuss various important issues included in the, 
agenda. lie noted that as per the New Coal Distribution Policy. the coal companies are required to 
meet the coal requirements of genuine consumers. Thereafter, the agenda items were taken up 
for discussion. The agenda items discussed and the gist of discussionsldecisions taken hw the 
Committee are 	en below under each agenda item. 

ItemItens No.1 :Regularisation of Linkage for facilitating signing of PSI  
There are number of power utilities who are not hawing_ fOrmal I. linkage -and ha% c been 

traditionally getting coal through SLC(ST). With a view to enter into FSA under the New Coal 
Distribution Policy they were advised to appl\ for regularization of their linkage. Ilowescr. now a 
decision has been taken on file by the Ministry authorizing coal companies wide order 
-17011'-12002,CIPD- dated I s'121' Ma-y,2008 to enter into FSA with the consumers not having a formal 

but have been otherwise drawing coal as per SLC(ST) allocation during, 007-08 without insisting 
on formal issuance of PT Linkage order. SLC (LT) may ratify the aforesaid decision 
communicated to the coal companies for regularizing linkage in respect of Power Utilities and 
steel plant CPPs. 

DECISION/RECOMMENDATION  
It was explained that certain power utilities as well as Steel Plants CPI's Were gettirg icoa 

on a regular basis through SLC(ST) allocation since long without having any formal Ion=-term 
linkage. It was decided earlier that these cases would be regularized 	for according loriterin 
linkage so as to facilitate signing of FSA and for this such utilities were required to apply in  
prescribed proforma. 	However, only some of these utilitiesICPPs 	fbrmallw applied 	for 
regularization of linkage and Ministry of Power has also recommended some cases, Having regard 
to the fact that these units were drawing coal through SLC(ST) allocation since long for 6nowwn 
capacity and to facilitate expeditious signing of PSI which is mandatory under NCDP, a decision 
was taken with the approval of Competent Authority authorizing coal companies to enter into l'S.A 
with such consumers without insisting on having formal Long-term linkage order. Representatke. 
of Ministry of Power desired to have list of such cases who would be covered under this decision. 
It was agreed that the list of such cases would be sent hy Cll. to MoP before next meet:iv of 
SI.C.0..T) for the information of MoP and ratification of the decision. 

Item No, 2: Review of implementation of decisionslrecommendations of SLC(LT) meetings  
during 2006-07,2007-08. 

A large number of consumers in Power. Cement and Sponge have been recommended for 
LOAs•linkage as per extant policy. in terms of New Coal distribution Policy. Lots are to he ;sued 
subject to furnishing of Commitment Guarantee and FSA is to be signed subject. to completion 

ck 
 

milestones indicated in LoA. 	In the case of linkage also, 	the PSAs are required to be ,igried 
within stipulated time. In order to have a realistic assessment of commitment to supply coal, there 
is need to review the present status of implementation of the decisionsirecommendations ot'SLC 



ti..T). 	CIL has recently furnished certain details 	which indicate that out. of 473 consumers 
recommended for LoAs. only 188 have furnished Commitment Guarantee (CC) till 30.6.2008 and 
only 41 1_0,Aks have been issued so far. In fact, in the case of recommendations made in Man:1).2008 
they are still in the process of issuing notice for Commitment Guarantee. 	There are other 

recommendations where Cll. is in the process of taking further course of action as regards their 
implementation. These are recommendations where SI.C(LT) has directed C:11, to either enter 
into FSA or make certain specific commercial arrangements. 	CIL has informed that coal 
commitment can only be known after the last date for submission of CC is over and process of 
execution of entering into FSAs with existing consumers is still continuing and for which CIL has 
sought extension upto 31' July,2008 for consumers other than power and 30th  September:2008 for 

Power utilities. 

DECISION/RECOMMENDATION  
Cll. informed the committee that out of 488 cases where notice inviting for Commitment 

Guarantee (CC) were issued, CC has been received in 352 cases only covering almost 75°,,. of the 
total quantity linked in such case and the process of issuance of LoA is going on. They also 
informed that they had extended the period for submitting the CG by 15 days and desired to know 
as to how the cases of such units who have not furnished CC should be dealt with, Representative 
of MoP was of the view that LOA to developers who have furnished CC should he issued 
expeditiously.. They also raised certain issues relating to 	model draft ISA in respect of Power 
utilities circulated h' CIL. 	Cll. informed that some of the utilities have already signed the 1 SA or 
are in the process of signing FSA. As regards cases where no CC has been received, CII. was 
advised to furnish details of such units to nodal Ministries and the SLC tl.T1 would take 
appropriate decision keeping in view the recommendations from the nodal Ministries and provisions 
of NCDP. 

!tem No. 3: Review of old cases of linkages where coal drawal has not yet commenced nor 
FSA. has been signed  

A large number of applicants in Power sector, who had been granted linkages in the past, 
have so far not sought commencement of supply of coal• In view of New Coal Distribution 
Policy (NCDP) all existing as well as future commitment to supply coal is to be regulated by 
1-S.A. In the absence of FSA, coal companies would not be able to plan their production to meet 
the commitments. Therefore. all linkages which are over 30 months old and where the linkage 
holders have not vet entered into FSA, need to be reviewed and following action can he taken - 

A definite deadline of 1-2 months can be given to conclude the FSA. 
ii) Giving 12 months time to each of the above units for achieving the milestones stipulated under 

the 1.0As under NCDP without seeking deposition of Commitment Guarantee charge OR 
iii) Converting these old linkage into fresh 1.0As based on the terms applicable for new 

consumers under NCDP which would mean deposition of Commitment Guarantee, milestones 
as well as the fresh ‘alidity as stipulated in new LoAs. 

DECISION/RECOMMENDATION 
It was intOrrned that the present status in respect of units who have been granted long-term 

linkage and not drawing coal is not known except for some of the cases like IS\ International. 
Chandil 'IPS where long-term linkage has already been cancelled by the SLC(I.:T) in the past. 
Therefore, in the remaining cases MoP should 	give a specific recommendation for either 
cancellation or treating such cases for 11112th  Plan keeping in view the status of placement of 
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order for the main plant before 31 October,2008 as recommended by MoP. tin receipt ot pocI  

details the cases would be placed before SI,C(l..T) for taking appropriate decision. 	MoP 	was 01; 
the s iew that except such plants who have placed order for main plant the others cases of 
linkage could he taken up and decided in terms of the NCDP. In respect of projects out ii)1 this 
list where the main plant has already been ordered but other milestones etc had not been -..2hievied 
proposed in terms of the LoA under the NCDP, they have recommended option Iii) as per Igenda. 
MoP is required to furnish the details for the consideration and decision by SI.Ctl..10. 

Item No.4 : ReviewRe 	of LoAs havina validity of 30/24 months with a view to consider them as  
11'h  Plan projects  
V hile the LO;\s gis en to power sector under earlier policy is having validity 0130 months. under \e.w.. 
Coal Distribution Polio the validity has been capped at 24 months onl 	Therefore, 	has 
regard to the fact that as per the assessment of the Ministry of Power. if these 1.0As ho l Jers or 
applicants recommended Oar LOA are unable to place the Letter of Award 	for their main plant 
by 30th  September. 2008, then all such cases should be reviewed after 30' September. 2008 and in 
absence of any valid reason acceptable to the committee, their 1.0A should be made effective only 
for 12' Plan period or may be treated as withdrawn/cancelled with a condition that the masi apply 
afresh after reaching, milestones. 

DECISION/RECOMMENDATION  
Representativ e of MoP desired to have a list of such cases ,where 1.0A has been ssued, 

v.hich has a validity of 30 months and milestones have not been completed nor IHSA sieneC. For 
the purpose of the project 	being considered as I 	Plan project the criteria of placem2nt 01  

order Oar main plant by 31' October. 2008 may he applied otherwise they may be considored a 
12' Plan project. Cl!. was asked to furnish the list of these cases to MoP. 

Item No. : Criteria for considering requests for I.oAs in respect of ll th  Plan projects.  
It is observed that during last three years. about 37,000 MW capacity in Power sector 

tlftilities./TPPS, IPPisi have been provided linkages/LoAs and overall 60.000 MW capacities which 
have linkage?1.0As have not been commissioned so far. Similarly in the case of cement and sponge 
iron units also. substantial capacity has been extended linkages. LoAs. Therefore. considerime the 
linkagesiLoAs already given to power sector (Utilities. IPPs and CPPs) in the recent past and the 
coal based capacity addition programme of Ministry of Power during 1 10  Plan, it is observed that 
sufficient capacity has alread\.. been provided linkage/LoA in the power sector. MoP is of the view 
that sonic of the capacities may not come up during 11' Plan or may eventually not come up at 
all, therefore. the emphasis should he on providing linkageToAs to serious developers win.  flake 
attained certain level of preparedness. In addition, cases of the existing linkage holdetnH1 o 
holdersiLoA. recommendees should be reviewed on the basis of the status regarding placement of 
Letter of Award t .0.A) 	for their main plant latest by 	30 	Scptember.2008. 
applicants/developers who have failed to place the order by 30th  September,2008 shall be ia le to  

he declared as 12' Plan project and FSA will be signed accordingly subject to meeting the 
milestones. I loweiver. in case milestones are not met within the stipulated period. the LoA 
[apse as has been stipulated in the NCDP, 

DECISION/RECOMMENDATION  
After detailed discussions, it was pointed out that there is need for extensive 7iey iew of 
linkage 1 	 h .0A which are not likely to materialize during 11 P lan, The representative of MoP 
agreed that recommendations have been made for capacities much beyond the planned cap:icily 
programme of Ministry of Power during 111 ' Plan. It was explained that, capacity addition 
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programme is a dynamic process with certain gestation period and slippages and hence there is 
need to weed out non serious developers from time to time after ascertaining their preparedness 
status. 	MoP pointed out that considering the gestation period it would be desirable to consider the 
cases of not only such projects where the preparedness status indicates commissioning within 

Il th  plan but also such cases which are likely come up in the first two years of 12th  Plan( early 12' 

Plan). This approach would also avoid bunching of projects towards the end of the plan period 
consequently putting serious strain on resources. This would also ensure that while serious 
developers will get sufficient time to execute their project. the coal supply horizon will also get 

extended into I2th  plan giving more time to coal companies to plan their production against 

committed supplies. 

Further. :MoP suggested that 	LoAs in respect of all the cases recommended by MoP 
may he taken up for consideration by SLC(LT) and LoA to such applicants may be granted 
conditionally. According to MoP the conditions should be that if the recommended unit is able 
to place order for the main plant by. 	31s' October, 2008 than only the LoA would he given as 
I 1 th  Plan project otherwise it may be treated as 12th  Plan project. 	It was decided that 	all the 
recommended cases may he taken up for consideration by the SLC(LT) and decision may be taken 
regarding grant of La.\ subject to certain conditions to be decided by the Committee. 

Item No.6: Processing/receiving new requests  
Large number of applications have been received in the prescribed format along with requisite 

fees. 	Considering the existing capacity addition programme. linkages/LoA already 
granted/recommended. it is likely that all the applications may not get disposed off in the near future. 
Thus, it is 	for consideration whether Ministry should temporarily suspend accepting fresh 
applications till such time the pending applications are adequately disposed off. 

DECISION/RECOMMENDATION  
The representative of Coal India was of the view that in view of existing commitment in 

terms of 1.oAs. BAs and the production plan the SLC(feT) may not like to consider fresh 
applications and defer the existing application. However, it was pointed out that SLC(LT) las to 
process the request !Or long-term coal assurance from new consumers in accordance with the 
provisions contained in the NCDP and therefore, after discussion. the committee decided that fresh 
applications would continue to be received by Ministry of Coal and would be processed as per the 
prescribed procedure. 

Item No. 7: Tapering linkages  
A number of applicants in the categories of Power t5tilitiesiTPPs, IPPs and CPPs have either 

specifically' requested for tapering linkage in view of their having allotted coal blocks or have applied 
for normal linkage despite having blocks. It is for the consideration of the Committee whether tapering 
linkages should be given to such applicants or they should he asked to synchronize their mine 
development plans with their end use plant(s). 

DECISION/RECOMMENDATION  
After discussions, the Committee decided that request for tapering linkage may be considered 

on case to case basis and for a maximum period of three sears. Further, the committee was 
informed that a detailed policy on tapering linkage is being finalized by Ministry of coal and a:l the 
tapering linkages. both existing as well as future, would be regulated under provisions of extant 
pulley guidelines regulating tapering linkage. 
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Item No. 8: Linkages for part capacity  
There are cases where applicants who have been allocated blocks have sought part permanent 

linkage for their project v,ihile meeting part requirement through captive blocks. It is tiar consideration 
of the Committee whether in such cases part linkage should he considered on permanent Oasis or 
otherwise. 

DECISIONIRECOM M EN DATION  
MoP \+, as of thew it:W, that as the size and reserve of the captive block allocated is not 

sufficient for the entire capacity planned by the developer, it would be desirable to meet part of the 
requirement through linkage on permanent basis. Representative of CH, \\ as  of the itnN tut the  
quantity under this dispensation should be decided only after working out the feasible qua -nip\ of 
coal available through the blocks and the remaining quantity' could be met through linkage. It 
was agreed to have this condition while considering and recommending part Linkage. 

Item No. 9: Tapering linkages in respect of coal block allocattees 
A large number of applicants who have been recommended by SLC (14) and appro,cd for 

issuance of I.OA are also having blocks either in their own name or indirectly through different Heal 
entity i.e SPY. It is fur consideration whether in the absence of any tie up projects to such )locks. 
existing 1..0A linkage should be converted into tapering linkage or otherwise. Moreover. in the case 
of tied up projects for the Hock having not made substantial progress, the possibility of linkine the 
block already allocated to the project for which linkage has been sought may be explored. 

DECISIONIRECOMM EN DATION 
MoP informed that as there are specified end use plants linked to captive block it tray not 

be possible to convert the other normal linkage into tapering by replacing the linked end us i plant 
b\ existing plant of the developer. Advisor (Projects) informed that there is a committee which 
monitors the development of end use plant linked to block and in case end use plant 	is not 
established, the block is deallocated. 	It was, however, also pointed out that there are certain cases 
in power sector where the blocks have been allocated without any specified cad use plait and 
MoP may. like to .identify such block and tie them up to some of the existing plants haw inn 
normal linkage or proposed plant of the same developer or in the same state where block ha be,2n 
allocated without spee4ing any end use plant. 

Item No. 10 :Lin kaaellmA for coastal Plants 
. H=ere arc certain projects Which are located in the costal areas where the applicant's huvc either 

asked for full linkage for the full capacity or part linkage only. It is for the consideration or the 
Committee whether such costal projects should be based on I OW! imported coal or part Unpin.: and 
part indigenous coal rather than on full indigenous coal. 

DECISION/RECOMMENDATION 
After detailed discussions it was decided that it ma> not be possible to define a coasta, plant 

however. the MoP maw while recommending a case, may recommend only part linkage through 
indigenous coal for such plant which has the potential and logistic to import and is otherwise hex 
away from coal mines. 	It was pointed out by MoP that the percentage of imported 	and 
indigenous coal has to be decided at the time of granting LoA itself so that equipments 1/4: in be 
designed based on assured proportion of indigenous coal available through linkage. CEA opined that 
it is possible to blend 2Ob imported coal with indigenous coal even in the existing plants. 



Item No. 11: Cutoff capacity for entertaining requests for LoAs in respect of IPPs/CPPs 
C'EA'\IOP is generally not in favour of encouraging setting up of IPPs below 250 MW and 

CPI's below 25 MW. However, CEA has recommended certain cases of 1PPs whose capacity is less 
than 250 MW on the ground that it is either a "bio-mass plant" or is "based on rejects" whereas in 
other cases of less than 250 MW they have not recommended the case of IPP'Utilities and for less 
than 25 MW in the case of CPPs. It is for the consideration of the Committee whether reject based 
1PP.'CPP and bin mass plant should be treated as a different class as compared W coal based plants 
and their request for coal linkage considered accordingly or otherwise. It is for consideration whether 
the cutoff for considering IPPs./CPPs cases should he applied retrospectively or should he made 
applicable prospectively. Further, it is also for consideration whether any maximum cap (say 
500/600/660 MW or 1000/1200./1320 MW) can be fixed for linkages and any capacity heyt'nd that 
should he considered only through blocks. 

DECISION/RECOMMENDATION  
The Committee was informed that as a matter of policy CE.A is not recommending, cases of 

1PPs below 250 MW now revised to 200 MW and CPPs below 25 MW. MOP pointed (put that 
mans CPI's of old vintage are being imported. These are highly inefficient and so there is a need 
for greater vigilance. However, representative of DWI' strongly opposed any move to restrict 
CPPs of capacity of below 25 MW as cement plants may need CPI's of lower capacity. It was. 
however, agreed that CPPs below 5 MW should not he considered for linkage. Similarly it was felt 
that there can not he any.  upper limit for IPPs/CPPs. In view of discussions, it was decided that 
MOP will resubmit a consolidated list of recommendations including such units also which were not 
considered by CEA/MoP based on capacity. 

Further, after discussion it was decided that while working out the norms for WI's :CPI's 
ha‘ inc unit sire 01. 200 MW or less, norms applied should ensure for optimum and efficient use 
of coal. The details in this regard should he worked out by Ministry of Power having regard to 
inter alga suggestion made by the committee constituted by them for suggesting norms for power 
sector and submitted to the Committee headed by AS, Ministry of Coal which 	is presently 
examining the norms for power, cement and sponge 

Item No. 12 : Linkaile/LOAs for Merchant Power Plants {MPPs)  
A number of applications for linkages have been received from Merchant Power Plants 

(MIT). Since MPP by its very nature is to operate on commercial basis and is free to have 
commercial tariff and Load factor based of demand and supply situation, it is for consideration 
whether such MPPs should be provided long-term assurance through LoA/FSA on the same 
terms and conditions as applicable to UtilitiesIPPs. Further, MPPs should preferably sourco their 
coal through coal blocks or import. 

DECISION/RI CONIMENDATION  
MOP informed that in view of the fact that the MPPs are allowed to participate in the tariff 

based bids imitcd by the DISCOMS and since they promote competitive market developmc it for 
short term power•. they are of the view that MPPs should continue to get long-term coal linkages as in 
the case of IPPs. I lowever. priority for grant of linkage may be given as per MoP's policy notified 
On 3.11.06. 

MoP representative also informed that as per the Electricity Act and Electricity' Rules. there 
is no demarcation between IPP and Merchant Power Plant (WIPP). Further, status of the project as to 
whether it would he an IPP and MPP can not he assessed at the time of processing of'appliLntgseW  
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and would be known only at the time of COD. Therefore. after discussion. Mot' recommended 
that the application of MIT for LoA may also be considered alongwith other applicatioi . This 
suggestion was agreed to by the Committee. It was. however. also agreed that Once the .-tatas 
plant is ascertained as merchant power plant the coal companies will free to make saitable 
pros ision to the FSA to have a specific commercial arrangement with regard to supply of coal to 
NIPPs. 

Item No, 13: Old and deferred cases not considered for linkaaelLoA despite repeated  
consideration try SIC: (LT)  

In the past. various requests for Linkagesil...0As have been deferred from time to time on 
grounds of either the projectlplant not coming up during 1 I 1̀ ' Plan or on account of.  non-submission of 
updated status and other relevant information etc. to Ministry of Power. SLC LT) may c.insiLier 
dropping such cases which are not specifically recommended by Ministry.  of Power with the directions 
that the applicant may apply afresh, if they so desire after reaching certain level of preparcdnes.- 

DECISIONIRECOMMENDATION  
This \vas agreed to by the Committee, however. it was decided that before dropping the 

cases which have been deferred from time to time, the nodal ministries would he required to i idicate 
specific comments/recommendations with reference to each case. A list of deferred cases would be 
furnished to the nodal ministry for the needful and decision would be taken bv S1.01:1. ) 

Item No, 14 : Transfer of linkagefLoA/FSA consequent upon chane of name, ownership;  
location etc.  

At present there is no well defined policy for transferring linkages:Lc);\ .,ISA from on 
entity to another entity. Generally 	requests are being received for change in name or t:- ai-isler 
oti linkage rights on account of various reasons including : 

it 	On change from Pvt. Limited to Public Limited • 
ii) On change of controlling share holding patterns 
iii) Acquisition merger 
iv) BIER cases i.e. acquisition through auction of L3IFR properties 
N,) 	Joint Ventures 
vit 	SPV 
vii) 	Sale through scheme of arrangement approved by.  Courts 

At present request for change in names are being considered on merit in each east stir,  ect to 
th following conditions 

a) 	that the project for which 	iinkage/LoA has been given remain unaltered and 
location is not chanced. and 
h) 	the conditions under which I nkage/LoA has been given remain unchanged. 

Thus, a view may be taken whether the linkage is vested in the "project" irrespective of if  
ownership or change in legal entity owning or controlling the said project or otherwise. 	in such 
event request for transfer can be examined in the light of above guidelines. However. if this 	not 
considered as -asset-  linked to a particular project, than each change in ownership for wh. te er 
reason will require re-consideration of existing linkage. This may cause disruption in worLne 
the project as well as smooth transition of business made on commercial basis. 



DEC [SION/ RE(:OM ENDATIQN  
NloP representative informed that no transfer or LOA should he permitted to prevent possible 

intentional profiteering on the strength or such assurances by non-serious developers Who may not 

have made substantial investment in the project at the LOA stage. It was also suggested that at the 
time of L.:ranting 1.0A, the names of promoters and major shareholders:stakeholders sh mid he 
sought from the project developers and it should be mandatory on the part of the project developers to 
intimate any significant changes of shareholding pattern due to subsequent public otkring of 
sharesplacement of shares. 

As regard transfer of ['SA, IMP was of the view that it could be allowed 'after minimum one 
year of ISA, as the power project would have made sufficient progress at the FSA stage and 
substantial investment/ expenditure on the project would have been made. 	However, it was pointed 
out by WI' that there may be some change at the time of financial closure and this fact may also 
have to he factored. 

After detailed discussions on the pros and cons of the issue concerning transferability of 
linkage/1.°A 'ISA, legal provision. present practice etc. it was in general agreed that 	these 

instruments can not he made freely and on conditionally transferable. I lowever, due to business 
compulsions and investment decision there will be a need to develop a mechanism to allow such 
transfers on cases to case basis. In general there should be a minimum lock in period during 
which there should not be any change in lead promoter or his share holding pattern as ex isting 
on the date of application. In addition all cases where BIM and Court order exist, will have to be 
decided in accordance with the direction.' decision. it was also agreed that any company, other than 
BIM and Court cases which is not drawing coal over a long period of time but having linkage will 
have to approach CII.'SIC(1.1) 	for resumption of coal supplies and such resumption will he on 
LoA basis only as per extant policy. 

Thereafter, it twas decided that CIL vvill examine the whole issue keeping in vicw the 
observations made above as well as legal position. The proposal of CIL in this regard would he 
considered h‘ SIC tI.T) for decision. In the meanwhile. the present practice of examining and 
allowing change of name on various grounds as indicated in the agenda on case to case hasi will 
he continued and even the cases of transfer of linkage on account of ownership change where the 
Linkage! ISA is more than one scar old will be allowed subject to the conditions that : 

that the project for which long-term coal linkage granted remains unaltered and its loeation 
is not changed: and 

the conditions under which long-tem coal linkage was granted, will remain unaltered. 

Item Nth15 :Coal consumption norms 
Nts.  per NCDP, coal companies arc mandated to supply "normative quantify" subject to satisfaction 
level i i ii0 	or 75u.,'0). bus, norms assume significance as it would determine normative quantity. 
Hawing regard to provisions under NCDP and the fact that coal is a scarce and dep'eting 
cum tnodir,. which must he used in most economic and efficient way, norms should be such which 
should encourage use of energy efficient technology, processes, handling etc. Inefficient t se of 
coal should hc discouraged by introducing internationally accepted bench marked norms. 
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DECISION /RECOMMENDATION  
SI,C(1.1') noted that a committee under the Chairmanship of AS. Ministry of Coal is already 

finalizing norms tor power, cement and sponge iron sectors. After discussions, it was decided that 

this issue may he examined by that Committee and a decision may be taken expeditiously. While 

taking decision. the observations made in the agenda items as regards efficient use of coal and the 

N1OP's assertion that norms recommended to Ministry of Coal by them vide their letter dated 4.2.20.0S 
have been prepared keeping in view best international practices and efficiency of power 

to unit size may. be considered. The Committee headed by Additional Secretary (Coal ) would 

consider the recommendation/ suggestions made by a committee constituted in MoP 1..1A to 

suggest norms 	,before a final decision is taking by the committee to apply. norms for  
determination of normative quantity under New Coal Distribution Polio. 

Item No. 16 : Supply under FSA 
Generally ISA is signed for normative quantity for the entire installed capacity v. hereas 

the plants may either operate below or some times even above installed capacity while int 1C case 

of former. their consumption level rises, in the latter case, they are unable to source their entire 

requirement which hampers operating beyond installed capacity. 	Certain basis may be 

incorporated to supply coal as per operating capacity i with a cap of 105 to 1 I tr' of it ;tailed 

capacity) so as to create level playing field for both inefficient and efficient capacity 

DECISION/RECOMMENDATION  
The representative of MoP informed that they are in favour of supplying as per 

actual, operating capacity. 	Accordingly, they have suggested supply on the basis of aYier.tee 

supply during last years in respect of existing plants and review of normative quantity based on 

actual operating capacity after stipulated period say three years so as to revise the norm:MY e 

requirement based on operating capacity. The same principle can he followed in respect 	other 
consumers getting coal through FSA. CIL was requested to examine these suggestions and iiubmit 
their comments:proposal which has a bearing on determining of normative quantity of eiiiisting 

power utilities as well as other consumers and also for making suitable provisions in the FS:'. to he 
signed with a new consumer. 

Item No.17: Transparent and fair distribution of implementation sy stem  
Over a period of time, a large number of consumers have been provided linkages toAs 

which need to be implemented and monitored by Coal companies. The entire gamut of 
distribution is required to he made more consumer friendly devoid of human interface w ith more 

reliance on information technology. A time hound action plan needs to he put in place 	eoal 
companies I() introduce II enabled distribution and griey once redressal system. 	f here sh(n., id 
also be complete transparency in all issues concerning distribution of coal by placing all etails 

concerning transactions by coal companies in the public domain. 

DECISION/RECOMMENDAT1ON  
Cllicoal companies were impressed upon the need to make the entire gamut 	of iota/ 

distribution more consumer friendly devoid of' human interface with more 	reliancLe on 
information technology. They were also asked to finalise a time hound action plan. CIL 

representative informed that they arc already in the process of putting in place an 11 based 
information dissemination 	system. It was advised that CIL should put all details concerning 
supply of coal including linked source. grade and quantity in public domain through yvebsite and 
update it on regular basis almost in tune with real-time. They should also come out with u time 

hound action plan for making the whole distribution process IT enabled and consumer friendlu. 
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Item No. 18 :Validity of FSA  
Normally. the FSAs arc valid (-or a period of 20 years and further extendable by 5 years. In  

other words there is a certain specified period for which the FSAs are executed. In the past, 
linkages have been given 	and coal is being supplied in terms of SLC(ST) allocations or the 
allocatiOn orders issued by CII, from time to time. Under the NCDP, the supply to all consumers will 
be only under FSA. As the life of the plant may not be same as validity period of FSA, a view, 
needs to he taken as to how to regulate distribution of coal to such plants who desire to cont . nue to  

get coal beyond the normal validity period. One of the options could he that on expiry of normal 
Yaliditv period of say 20 years from the date of commencement of supply of coal under linkage 
or FS:\ which ever is earlier, the unit may seek fresh LoA; FSA which will he considered as per 
the extant policy. .-11tematively, any modernization or replacement of plant leading to change in 
configuration, capacity. technology etc. would require re-negotiation of FSA or grant of fresh 
I.o.A.,TSA as per extant policy. 

D ECI SI ON/RECOMMENDATION  
Ministry of Power informed that as the validity period of FSA for new projects would be 25 

years considering that the useful life of the power plant as well as period of PPA is generally 25 years, 
the period of FSA may he 25 years. It was also suggested that this could he further extended based on 
mutual discussion before the expiry of the initial period taking into account plant condition. After 
discussions. it was agreed that the initial FSA period may be for five years which can he extended 
upto 20 years under normal circumstances. However, this would depend on mutual discussion 
between buyer and seller and suitable provisions in the respective FSAs. 

Item No. 19 : Substitution of Import 
Traditionally. due to locational and cost advantage a large number of consumers in cement 

and sponge iron units have been using imported coal. I lowever, since last two years due to 
hardening of international coal price and steep rise in last 6-8 months there is sudden shift 
towards substituting imported coal by indigenous coal which is substantially cheaper than 
imported coal. 1 his trend of substitution by exiting units has increased the demand for indigenous 
coal from these sectors and thereby affecting committed supplies to other consumers in short run. 

DECISION/RECOMMENDATION  
MOP was of the view that they do not support substitution of imported coal by domestic coal 

as it could reduce imports affecting fuel security. 	Cll. was of the view that import substitution 
should be gradual as it would put pressure on supplies, It was also felt that CII. may work out a ist of 
such cases where coal substitution will take place in view of new FSAs and the same may he taken up 
with DIP') for arriving at an appropriate view. 

Item No. 20: Brief on supply of coal by WO. oncost plus pricing formula'  
Ihe SI,C (Li) had granted certain linkages, from WCL, prior to 2002, on 'cost plus pricing* 

tOrmula. Under this formula. WCL was to develop specific project for supply of coal to the consumer 
and the cost of supplies was to he worked out by WO_ based on [RR of the project. 

I lowever. due to various reasons. supplies to those consumers who were granted long term coal 
linkage on 'cost plus pricing', were either made on 'notified price', or on commitment charges basis. 
phis is apparently because WCT could not develop specific project as was envisaged and agreed I pon 
mutually and supplied coal out of other existing mines/projects. 
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A decision was taken in Standing Linkage Committee (LI-) meeting held on 30-4-21„i02, that 

where the consumer calls for linkage from specific mine or requires specific quality of coal a! d made 
available by developing new project by the Coal Company for the purpose, the issue of 	plus 

pricing.  would still be an option and the linkages granted would be conditional to it. The ielev ant 

extracts of the minutes are reproduced below:- 

-the Committee decided that only in those cases where the consumer had called for linkage 
from specific mine or required coal of specific quality which could be made available only b, 
developing new project by the coal company for the purpose, the issue of cost plus pricing world still 
he an option and the linkages so granted would be conditional to it." 

In the recent past, certain cases have been brought to the notice of Ministry of Coal. where 
disputes on methodologv of pricing in such cases have arisen. 

In view oil he decision taken in the SLC (LT) in 2002, the following issues are placed heCrs 
SLC (LT ):  

Whether WCL/any other coal company may he allowed to continue supply of coal to th)ise 
linkage holders where no specific project has been developed, who were granted linkages 
on 'cost plus pricing' basis on 'notified price' or otherwise. 

What should he the mechanism or cost of coal already supplied by 	any other coal 
company to a consumer, who was originally granted long-term coal linkage on - cost plus 
pricing' basis but WC-A./coal company could not develop any specific proiect.'mine Cr 
Meeting their requirements. 

c. 	What should be the mechanism or cost of coal in respect of future supplies to such 
consumers. 

DECISION/RECOMMENDATION  
CM[), WCL explained the facts and circumstances under which certain consumers whk. were 

given long term linkage by SLC (LT) on a "cost plus basis" did not get coal on "cost plus-  and risteaie 
the supplies were made at "notified price" with or without commitment charges. It was explained that 
some of the units did not take any coal and their linkages were cancelled while in one case, the ''cost 
plus linkage" was converted into "normal linkage" by SLC (LT). In the case of M.'s. Birla Cell, losic. 
WC1. 	explained that no specific mine on cost plus basis could be developed because o' non- 
availability of any new project commensurate with the unit's meager linked requirement of only 
million tonnes per annum. It was also clarified that supplies to M/s. Birla Cellulosic was fro n the 
regular sources and as the coal supplies were made from the general source by WCI (from w here 
supplies were also made to other linked consumers) and as the cost plus pricing conditio: was  
applicable onl. in the case of supplies made from the new project to be developed for the par es Hi 
terms of decision of SLC WI), in its tneetimi held on 30.4.2003. the despatches attracted notified 
price. 

In the case of Ultratech Cement Limited also, the coal was to he supplied on "cost plus hasis-
from the source to he developed, however, a commitment charge of Rs.751- per tonne (subsequently 
revised from time to time) in addition to notified price was charged. The cost plus mine as agreed 
upon in the ES./1 could not be developed by WCL supplies were made subject to charging mu: .tally 
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ageed commitment charges in addition to notified price. 

In general, it was felt that linkage from cost plus mines would attract different price than 
notified price, however, it would depend on the facts and circumstances of each case under which 
supplies have been made and commercial agreements have been signed. Therefore, for the past 
period. the WC1„ should seek an legal opinion as regards applicability of cost plus pricing in the facts 

circumstances of the case as well as legality and enabling provision for recovering, if required. the 
same from the consumer at this stage. After taking legal opinion. the matter may be decided with the 
approval of their Board and SLC (LT) may be informed of the decision. This action -nay he 
concluded expeditiously so as to clear the uncertainty over the issue.. 

As regards future supplies, all supplies are to be regulated in accordance with 
provisions of New Coal Distribution Policy which provides for supply of coal at notified price. 
However, under certain special circumstances, if coal is to be supplied from cost plus mines, separate 
commercial arrangements may have to he made. Accordingly, supplies to such units which have been 
temporarily suspended by \NCI on the grounds of non-finalisation of FSA because of "cost plus 
issue" should be resumed after entering into BA. having regard to the observations as above. 

As far as supplies of coal on tapering basis by coal companies against the LOAs which have 
been recommended on cost plus basis. CMD, WCL raised the issue that it would create problem in  

developing cost plus mines for "tapering linkage" as no projects would he viable. It was suggested 
that the LOA has to he granted in accordance with the provisions of NCDP. The cost plus is an option 
for supply under specific circumstances and if tapering linkage is acceptable to such consumers on 
cost plus basis , then it has to be supplied. Representative of MOP pointed out that in the present 
scenario, there would not he any dearth of consumers seeking tapering linkage on a rolling basis. from 
time to time and this should take care of concern expressed by CMD. WCL. 	It was clarified that . 
MOC may issue guidelines for "Cost Plus Projects" if specific issues crop up, alter the desired 
relevant information is placed in public domain. Further, it was also advised that coal companies 
should identify cost plus sources and put the details including applicable price, quantity availat le etc. 
in public domain so that LOAlinkage holder not drawing coal may opt for such source, subject to 
commercial arrangement. In case of request exceeding the availability, the coal companies may adopt 
viable. and transparent criteria like proximity of the project to the cost plus mine, for deciding inter-se 
priority. 

Additional Agenda Items  
RATIONALISATION OF LINKAGE.  
This Nlinistry has been receiving requests for rationalization from the existing consumers 

specially from Sponge Iron Units for change of their linkage on the grounds of distance of the 
linked coal mines coal companies or quality of coal grade. 	1-here are also requests for change of 
source on account of non suitabilit of the qualitvIvarietv/grade of coal being offered to :inked 
consumers. In the past. keeping in view the directions of Competent Authorit:k... an exercise was 
carried out to rationalise the source(s) primarily on the ground of location of the plant and its 
proximity to the linked mine. However, some of the applicants. who did not seek rationalisation 
un conditionaliy or did not apply for rationalisation, have now approached for rationalisation. The 
basic principle behind rationalisation is to keep the transportation cost to minimum stilject, 
however. to availability and logistics constraints. Similarly. for cases where coal of sag table 
grade( s) or quality is not available, linkage holders are seeking rationalisation. 

DECISION/RECOMMENDATION 
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Coal companies were suggested to put up details of existing linkage including specn7.c 
source. mines, quantity etc, on their website. Further. the process or rationalization can not be a one 
time exercise and there is a need for institutional mechanism to consider requests for rationelization 
in a fair and transparent manner. While in the case of power sector the process of ration_ Iiiation 
would require greater consultation with other ministries, agencies and hence would be dealt by  

SI.C(I,T) or \\,ithin the Ministry,  of Coal, in respect of other consumers it should he dealt with by 
Cll.. While 	rationalizing the source there shall be inter alia regard to availability of logistics, 
transportation cost. technical suitability, availability of coal etc. 	The rationalization -nay he 

resorted to with or without condition by the Cll. based on relevant facts. 

SUPPLY OF COAL ON INSTALLED CAPACITY OR OPERATING CAPACITY. 
At present the policy provides for entering into FSA as per normative quantity based on, 

installed capacity, declared by the linkagelLoA holders_ There are cases where units are nut 
operating as per their declared capacity:installed capacity and are in fact operating at a capacity 
much lower than installed capacity. In such cases the quantity provided under RSA effectively 
may he meeting. their I00";) requirements. In order to ensure level playing field and also to :lrevent 
under utilisation of capacity. the supply of coal 	should be as per 	the operating capacity:actual 
capacity being used. Modalities for ascertaining the actual capacity operational capacity coald be 
finalized in consultation with the nodal Ministries. 

DECISION/RECOMMENDATION  
MOP informed that their views on this issue is already covered in item No. 16 of elah-. 

minutes. The Committee took note of this, 

iii) SUPPLY OF COAL TO CPI's TO THE EXTENT UTILISED FOR GENERATION  
OF' LECTRIICTY MEANT FOR CAPTIVE CONSUMPTION ONLY .  

At present coal is being supplied to CPPs on installed capacity basis. Reportedly eertain 
percentage of electricity generated by CPPs is being traded used for non captive consumption 
purposes. While legally there is no bar on CPPs to sell power on commercial basis. it is for 
consideration yyhether coal to that extent should also be provided at notified price or othtrwisc.. 
Alternatively, coal may be released only to the extent required for generation meant for capacity 
consumption. 

DECISION/RECOMMENDATION  
It was pointed out that some time CPPs are not using the entire electricity for their ii ttrnal  

consumption and instead sell or trade the same and hence coal may be supplied only to the :'ten/ 
used for captive consumption. 	NloP clarified that there is no legal bar 	in selling. or tititiitte 
electricity and any restriction would affect supply of power from CPI'S to grid. It was. ho%.cyer_ 
t1elf that coal companies may workout a separate commercial arrangement in respect of sinTly 
coal to the extent not used for captive consumption. CIL may examine' the issue and submit 
report for the consideration of SLC(L1). 

iv) SUPPLY OF COAL TO CEMENT PLANTS ON THE BASIS OF ("LINKER 
CAPACITY OR CEMENT CAPACITY. 

Cement Manufactures are applying for linkage.11.oA in which they are declaring ins ailed 
eapacity. Some times they declare clinker manufacturing capacity, whereas in some cases cement 
manufacturine capacity is indicated. 'Therefore, there is a need to decide the "base" for wo-king 
out the normative quantity. 	In such eases where only clinker manufacturing taeility is then,. the 
normative quantity may have to be worked out as per the norms applicable for clinkers. llowey-2r. un  
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case the norms is to be applied uniformly to both clinker capacity and cement capacity, the 
capacity should be one and the same to avoid higher normative quantity based on cement capacity 
rather than on clinker capacity. 

DECISION/RECOMMENDATION  
As certain details were not readily available. Committee decided to defer the proposal. 

REJECT BASED POWER PLANTS  
A number of applications have been received from time to time for granting part linkage of 

coal liar 'reject based power plants-. In the past , SLC(LT) had decided that matter he exam ned in  

consultation with CIL CIL is of the view that they do not have sufficient quantity of rejects to 

provide linkage on a sustained basis 	Whatever quantity is being generated or would be 

generated will be consumed in their proposed CPP. Therefore, in the absence of only viable 
sOurce of rejects for supply on a sustained basis, the viability of reject based power plants poses 
serious questions. However, with massive capacity addition programme for washing and need for 
consuming energy contained in rejects, it would be desirable to find ways and means to ecnsume 
such rejects in an environmentally sustainably manner. Further, there are eases where multi fuel 
linkages holders have sought complete shift to coal due to shortage of other fuel. Such 
eYentuality may even arise with rejects also in due course specially when there is no other market for 
purchase reject on a sustained basis.. 

DECISION/RECOMMENDATION  
It was explained that reject based power plants and biomass power plants should be given due 
encouragement. 	Cli, pointed out that due to their ambitious plan to set up coal wasaeries, 
substantial quantit\ of rejects would be generated which needs to he gainfully utilized. As regard 
norms Cli A was requested to keep in mind these aspects while suggesting the normative quantities 
as there are no specified norms for these plants and the quantum of coal required under linkage 
would depend upon technical parameters like boiler design, hunting efficiency, calorific value of 
rejects. Thus in all these cases coal companies should workout the normative requirement I axing 
regard to all this facts in each case before issuing LoA. Moreover, with a view to ensure that fuel 
mixed approved remains same during the life of the project. 	requests for substitution of rejects 
or other biomass fuel with coal will not be entertained. 

vi) 	RIO MASS PLANTS 
A number of requests have been received for linkage by Biomass power plants. While this 

may be treated as a separate class and could be accorded priority, a view may have to be taken to 
deal 	ith cases where request is at a later date granting full linkage due to non availabill y of 
baanass fuel. 

DECISION/ RECOMMENDATION  
The views and decision taken in item no. (iv) would be applicable in respect of this agenda 

item. There is, however, no need to accord any special priority to biomass plant as such. 

Item for information 

The proposal of M's. OPG Power Generation Pvt. Ltd. for issuance of "Letter of 
Assurance-  Wok) in respect 	of their Group Captive Power Plant capacity of 3x77 MW at ,I)PG 
Nagar, Perivu Ohalapuram. Gummidipoondi Taluk, Thiruvallur, Tamil Nadu was considered h:: the 
Standine Linkage Committee(( Long .Term) for power in its meeting held on 6.11.2007 . During the 
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course or the meeting the representative of SCCL informed the Committee that CI:aptive Requirement 
or the consumer, based on physical verification of end use plant. is only for 10 MW. Keeping in view 
the huge discrepanQ in the capacity applied and the capacity recommended by SC' t 1„ the Committee 
decided that this proposal may be examined separately on file, keeping in view, the comments or SCCIt 
and the application of the consumer and the same was approved by the Competent At.thorit\.. 
Therefore, the proposal was examined on tile and Competent Authority has approved the iau: rce 
of "I.etter or Assuranee-(LoA) for capacity of 3x77 M\ Group Captive Power Plantt2x77 
Cll.. and for I x77 MW 

CIL,SCCL have already been advised for taking further action for issue of "I ltter of 
Assurance"tI.o.A1 in terms of the provisions of the "New Coal Distribution policy... This is .(1-  the 
information of the SLCtl.1). 

DECISION/RECOMMENDATION 

Ciommittee noted the information. 
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